Instructions for accessing the Public Wireless Network

1. Associate with the cty_cnty_public wireless network with your wireless card. You will get a 10.10.10.x IP address.

2. Launch your web browser. A Security Alert Window will popup (Fig. 1). Click on the Yes button to proceed.
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3. A web page (Fig. 2) will be displayed. Read the warning before proceeding. Click the Accept button.
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4. A web page (Fig. 3) will be displayed while your computer is being authenticated to the cty_cnty_public network.
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Processing Authentication Request
Now connecting you to the network

In several seconds you should be redirected to:
http://lincoln.ne.gov/wireless.htm

If the page does not appear after about 30 seconds, you may need to re-enter the URL into the Address bar.

5. Once the authentication process is finished you will be redirected to the Public Access web page (Fig. 4). From here you can select one of the quick links or you can type a web page into the address bar.
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Welcome to InterLine Wireless Public Access

Quick Links
- InterLine Homepage
- City Council Agenda
- County Commission Agenda
- Planning Commission Agenda
**Note** - You may get an error page telling you that the page cannot be displayed (Fig. 5). In this case, wait 30 seconds and click on the refresh or home button. Some machines authenticate slower than others, so this will depend on your machines particular wireless connection and PC's configuration.
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